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ABSTRACT 
The existence of the companion matrices of three-variable polynomials is in- 
vestigated. A theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
three-way companion matrix is stated and proved. The construction of such a matrix 
is given too. The problem of the factorization of three-variable polynomials is also 
solved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The companion matrix of a polynomial is indispensable in studying 
Kalman’s realizations of systems. This matrix belongs to the set of four 
matrices in a canonical realization of the system [lo]. By analysing the 
companion matrix some interesting questions concerning the polynomials can 
be solved, such as whether they are Hurwitz’s a polynomials [6], and 
whether they are factorizable polynomials [2]? 
The companion matrix A exists for each one-variable polynomial a(s) and 
can be defined in the following form [lo]: 
det[sZ,-A]=a(s) (1) 
where n is the degree of a(s). The form of A is well known [lo]. 
The companion matrix of a multivariable polynomial is important for 
reasons similar to those for one-variable polynomial. It can be used to study 
the systems which are described by multivariable rational functions or 
matrices [1,4,7]. 
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The companion matrix H of two-variable polynomial 
a(s, p) = 2 5 ak.sn-lpm-k 
k-01-0 
can be defined in the following form: 
det [ sZ,@pZ, -H] =a(s, p). (2) 
The matrix exists if and only if a, = 1 [2], so the situation is not the same as 
for one-variable polynomial, for which the companion matrix always exists. 
The form of H was presented in [2,9]. 
The natural generalization of the definition (2) for a three-variable 
polynomial takes the form 
det [ sZ,@pZ,CBzZ, -H] =a(s, p, z), (3) 
where 
a(s, p, z)= $j 5 i ahklan-zpm-kzr-h. 
h=Ok=Ol-0 
(4 
Assume that the matrix H is the variable in the equation (3), and compare 
the coefficients of the polynomials in both sides of (3). Thus the equality of 
the polynomials (3) is equivalent to the system of the (m + l)( n + l)( r + 1) - 1 
generally nonlinear equations with the (m + n + r)2 variables. The number of 
equations, (m + I)( n + l)( r+ 1) - 1, can be greater then the number of varia- 
bles, (m + n + r)‘. This means that the equation (3) can be contradictory even 
if the condition 
am= 1 (5) 
is satisfied [3], so the situation is not the same as for a two-variable 
polynomial, for which the companion matrix exists if and only if a,, = 1. 
Thus (5) is not a sufficient condition for the equation (3) to be soluble, but it 
still remains a necessary condition. This makes the construction of H more 
difficult and less general. 
This paper is devoted to giving the construction of the companion matrix 
for the maximally large class of the three-variable polynomials. Results are 
obtained under the assumption that the companion matrix is the (m + rr + r ) 
X(m+n+r)X(m+n+r) three-way matrix. 
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2. p-WAY MATRICES 
In view of the neglect of the subject of three-way matrices since 
Oldenburger’s paper in 1934 [5], the basic definitions and properties of these 
matrices will be stated first [5,8]. 
Let P be some field of numbers. Any array of t, X tz X * * * X tp elements 
Aj,i,...i (ii-l,2 ,..., ti, i=1,2 ,..., 
Aili *,,, iv at the point (ii, i,,.. ., 
p) of a field P, obtained by placing 
ip) in a linear p-dimensional space, defines a 
display’ Ai , i , i of a p-way matrix A over I’. Any matrix A can be 
character&kc! by bther displays obtained by transpositions of the indices in 
Ai,i,,,,ip. A single index ii determines the jth direction in the space of A, and 
a set of indices of A determines an orientation in this space. 
Now an important problem is how to notice a p-way matrices in an easy 
way. We can do it as follows. An ordered set T- {i,i,. . . i,i,} of the indices 
of A is called a partition. Let T,, T,, . . . , T, be mutually exclusive, exhaustive 
partitions of the indices of A. Then the matrix A can be presented as the 
display (AT,, Arz,..., A,,), which is the r-way matrix (r < p) with the indices 
T,. Thus letting r= 2, we can write the p-way matrix as a ordinary 
$2;)’ ‘matrix. For example, if A =[AiliPiJ], i,, is =1,2, and TI = {is}, 
T, = {iliz}, then 
ill1 =I21 ;,I1 ;=I . 
112 122 212 I 222. 
(6) 
Now we can remark that the display [ Ar,rp] can be regarded as com- 
posed of suitably located layers. The T-layer, or layer with orientation T, of 
the p-way matrix is defined as follows: 
A. :. f,az... tk_,sksk+ ,... il_,:',i,+l...i, I 7 
ii =1,2 ,..., ti, i=1,2 ,...) k-1,k+1,..., z-1,z+1,..., p, 
i,=i,E{1,2,?..,t,}, i,=i,E{1,2 )...) 4} ,...) 
where T- (ik, i,, . . . } is some subset of the indices ii. The T-layers with 
T={i,), k-l,2 ,..., p, are p - l-way matrices and are called the simple 
T-layers. Similarly the T-layers of A with T- {il. i,, . . . , ip}/{ik} are called 
the row of A with the direction i,. For example, the submatrices 
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of the matrix A presented in Eq. (6) are the following simple T-layers of A, 
where T={i,}: _ 
_ 
A, = [ Auzij] --AI++ 
Aa = [ A,i2i3] =AIi,-2. 
Thus, the matrix A in Eq. (6) can be presented as 
(8) 
where the vertical line separates the i,-layers of A. 
Now an important problem is that of how to define the determinant of 
p-way matrices. We can do this for p-way matrices with the same range for 
each index ( tj = t, j = 1,2,. . . , p). 
First, we will need the following statements. r d t elements Aili,_ i of 
the p-way matrix A with range t are called transversal elements if each of’the 
simple layers of A contains at most one element of the considered set. The 
set of t transversal elements of A is called the transversal of A. Generally, a 
p-way matrix has (t!)P-’ transversals. 
Now, the determinant of the p-way matrix A can be defined as follows. 
Let 
be some transversal, where the values {i;, i:, . . . , i;} of the index ii (j= 
1,2,..., p) form some permutation of the set { 1,2,. . . , t}. Now we can define 
the following expressions: 
K=(-1) z’-lzkA+:,i~ ,..., ilA*f,iZ ,..., is’ * * Ai:,ih ,..., ii? P P (16) 
where I, is the number of the inversions in the permutation {ii, i& . . . , ii}. 
This expression depends only on the indices i, (k = 1,2,. . . , m < p) belonging 
to the full set of indices of A, {ii:j=l,2,...,p}. These indices are called 
“alternating” ones, and the remaining indices are called “nonalternating.” 
Finally, the determinant of A can be defined as follows [8]: 
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where + signifies alternation, and + signifies nonalternation, and the 
summation is over the whole set of the transversals of A. Note that the 
number of alternating indices has to be even. For example, the determinant 
of the matrix A given by Eq. (6) can be determined as follows: 
det A =A,,,Asss -A,,sAss, +AissAsn -Ais,A,,, 02a) 
if the indices i,, i, are alternating and ii is nonalternating. Also, the determi- 
nant of this matrix can be expressed as follows: 
t + -c 
. . 
a1 ,a2 ,i3: A,l,Am -All,A,l +A,,lA2,2 4~42119 W) 
5 k + 
z1 , i, , is : A,,,&a~ 4,dm -42lA212 -AwA2129 WC) 
+ + + 
’ * ‘. 
$1 9 22 9 23 * A,,,422 +Al12&1 +A121A212 +AmA211. W4 
From the examples in the equations (12), it is obvious that the determi- 
nant of the p-way matrix can be determined as the sum of the determinants 
of some p-k-matrices (k > 0). For example, the determinant presented in Eq. 
(12a) can be obtained as the sum of square determinants: 
Because in this paper we will use only the techniques of three-variable 
matrices, the above property will be generalized only for such matrices: 
A=[A~l~~i~]i * ,,il,f,-1.2 ,..., t 
For the general description we will need some more statements. 
The N< t rows of A with some direction i, (k= 1,2,3) are called 
transversal rows if no pair of them belongs to any simple layer. The set of t 
transversal rows with some direction i, is called the transversal layer with 
orientation i,. It is easy to show that the cubic matrix of the range t has t! 
transversal layers for each “basic” orientation i,, and that these transversal 
layers can be treated as square tX t matrices. 
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Each transversal layer B of A can be denoted as some ordered pair of the 
permutations ( CX, B ) of the set { 1,2,. . . , t}, where: 
(1) the ith element of the permutation (Y={(Y~,cx~,...,~~} isthe number 
of the &-layer of A containing the ith column of B, 
(2) the ith element of the permutation B = {&, B,, . . . , /3,} is the number 
of the ith column of B in its own i, -layer of A. 
EUMPLE (see Eq. 13). The matrix 
has two transversal sections which can be expressed as follows: The first is 
either 
B1=[ if:: ;z]. (Y={1,2}, P={1,2}, 
where the first column of B, belongs to the first i,-layer of A (or = 1) and is 
its first column (& = l), and the second column of B, belongs to the second 
i,-layer of A (CY~ = 2) and is its second column (/I, = 2), or 
B1=[ ;z p], (Y={2,1}, B={2,1}. 
The second is either 
B, = A AZ,, 121 
A A212 122 1 , a= p,q, P={%q 
or 
B2=[ ;;:: ;E], a={2,1}, p={l,2}- (13) 
Now, it is easy to show that the determinant of the cubic matrix A can be 
expressed as follows (see Eq. 13): 
nl 
detA= x detB, 
i-l 
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where: 
(1) the set Bi contains all transversal layers of A for the nonalternating 
basic orientation ii, 
(2) the all transversal layers Bi are signified by the pair of the permuta- 
tions (cx, j3 ) with 
P={l,%...,t}, (15) 
(3) the determinant of the Bi is square determinant in the normal sense. 
Now we can handle with the construction of the three-way companion 
matrix for any three-variable polynomial. 
3. THREE-WAY COMPANION MATRICES 
Suppose that the three-way companion matrix G of three-variable poly- 
nomial a(s, p, z) presented in Eq. (4) is defined as follows: 
det[sZ,3@pZ~@zZ,3-G]=a(s,p,z), (16) 
where Zi (k=n, m, r) are the ZcX kX k three-way “unit” matrices 
zs= 0 0 .** 0 0 1 ... 0 
k 
i 
1 0 0-f 0 0 0 *.* 0 0 0 **a o- 
0 0 .** 0 
. . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
0 0 *.- 0 0 0 *-* 0 0 0 -0. l_ 
(17) 
and G is the (m+n+r)X(m+n+~)X(m+n+r) three-way matrix [gili& 
ii, i,, i, = 1,2,. . . , m + n + T. Thus the equality of the polynomials (16) is 
equivalent to a system of (m+ l)(n+ l)( r+ 1) - 1 equations in (rn+f~+r)~ 
variables. Now it is clear that the number of variables is always greater then 
the number of equations. This makes the construction of the companion 
matrix more simple. 
To construct the three-way companion matrix G we have to give a new 
interpretation of the three-variable polynomial. Each three-variable poly- 
nomial can be determined in the following u-i-linear form: 
a(s, p, z)=S+~P,, = c (S;A;Pm)~‘-h, 
I h-0 
(18) 
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sn=[p Sn-1 . . . $qT, 
pm+ f-1 . . . gqT, 
Z,=[,r z-1 . . . #IT, 
and the three-way coefficient matrix A3 is defined as the display [A ([), Ch, k.] 
with signed { h) -layers: 
A3=[A ] hkl h-O.1 ,._., r;k-O,l,..., m;l=O,l ,...I n 
=[A;) A”1 1 --- 1 A;] 
This will allow us to represent the companion matrix in the block 
three-way form, which will simplify the notation. For this purpose it is 
necessary first to represent the matrix A3 in the following block form: 
where 
[am Ahoo], [%oo Aoko] 
are the {h, k}-, {k, I}-, and{ h, Z}-layers of A3 with h = 0, k = 0, I = 0, respec- 
tively, and 
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are the {k}-, {I}-, and(h)-layers of A3 with k=O, Z=O, h=O, respectively. 
Thus, the submatrices A,,, AOk,,, AhOO, AOkI, AhOl, AhkO, and AhkI can be 
determined as the following {I}-, {k}-, {h}-, {k, I}-, {h, I}-, {h, k}-, and 
{{I}), {h, k)}-displays: 
A hOO= [%oo azoo f-e %o], AOkO=[aOlo acne *-. ‘Jomo], 
a@31 
id [ 
a110 a210 **. a,10 
aoo2 a120 
u2m ..* ar2Q 
A 0()1= . , A h/co= . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . ’ 
almO a2mo *-. ~rmo acon I 
I 
a 101 a,1 .*- a,01 a011 uo21 -** aOd 
A 
alO2 a202 -*- ad2 
I i 
A a012 ao22 . . * aom2 hOl= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Okl= . . I.. . . . , . . . . . . 
a 10n a2on .** aron ao1n Uo2” *a* a0TMI I 
[ 
a111 * * . a,11 a121 -*- ar21 
A hkl= ; 
Ulln *-* Urln u12n *-* ur2n 
a174 .-- arm1 
(21) 
. . . 
-1 a1mn --* Urn%” 
Now we will introduce some products of the previously denoted matrices. 
The products AWlAh,, AWIAOkO, and AOkOAOhO are {h, 4, {k 4, and 
{k, h}-displays, respectively, defined as follows: 
~OoPloo --* 
AwlA,,= : 
1 . aoonaloo *-. 
bodoko = 
AokoAhoo = 
~lco~OmO * . . ~m~0m0 
9 (22) 
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The matrices A,,,A,aI and AOOIAOkOAhOO are the three-way {{Z}, {h, k}}- 
displays which can be determined by the set of {k}-layers: 
&ozAodhco= [( aCUOAOOIAhOO) 1 (aO!20AOOlAhOO) ) 
*** ( 
(24) 
(u o,oAOOIAhOO)] ' 
Similarly, the products AhOOAOk[ and A,,A,,, are the {{Z}, {h, k}}-displays 
which can be determined by the sets of {h}- and {Z}-layers, respectively 
A,ooA,,r = [ (%oAa~) ( k%oA,,,) ( . ’ * ( (%&m) ] 9 (25) 
bo,Ahm=[("oo,Ahm) ) (%o&,,cI) ) -*' ) boonAh,,)]. (26) 
The above products can be treated as some generalizations of Kronnecker’s 
product of matrices [8]. 
Now, we are going to construct a certain cubic matrix of the range 
m+n+ r by representing its three-way submatrices. This matrix will be 
named G3 and will be treated as a { {i3}, { i,ia} -display: 
G3 = [ gilipi3] 9 i,, i,, i, = 1,2,.. ., n+m+r, (27) 
Also, in the three-way block terms this matrix will be presented as the 
following {{j3}, {iliz}) ~splay: 
G3' Gilj2i3 il,jp,j3a1 2 3 [ 1 .1 
= ‘Glz G,,, ==132. Gm Gzz Gr,z G31, G322 %w 9 
I 
G 111 G,,, cl,, GA,, GA, Gml G3,l G,, %a 
G 113 Gl, G,, G,, GEZ, %a G313 G, %a I 
(28) 
where the elements GjLiZi, are three-way submatrices of G3. The blocks 
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GjliPi3 contain the elements gi,i,i, of G3 according to the rule 
ifjk=1thenik=1,2,...,n 
ifj,=2thenik=n+1,n+2,...,n+m 
if jk =3 then i, =n+m+ 1, n+m+2,..., n+m+r; 
k= 1,2,3. 
(29) 
In addition, this rule defines the ranges of all submatrices G3 for all indices 
ik’ 
Finally we will construct all submatrices GiliSi3 (ii, iz, i3 = 1,2,3). 
First, the matrix G,,r will be assumed to be an nxnxn matrix that is 
nonzero only on the general diagonal [the set of {ii, &}-layers of G,,, 
determined by the following pairs of values of the indices ii, i,: 
(I, I), (2,2), * *. , (n, n)]. It will be denoted as follows: 
G 111 =diagi,i,(X), (30) 
where X is some square matrix of the range n. This means that if the matrix 
X is expressed in terms of its columns 
x=[x, x, 1-e x,], (31) 
then the matrix Gi,, can be expressed in terms of its ii-layers, as follows: 
G,i, = [ X10i3 . . . Oi3 1 OigX, . . . s3 0i31 
. . . 10i30i, . ‘. X”], 
where Oi, are the {ii, &}-layers of G,,, containing only zeros 
The matrix X for the matrix G,,, will be defined as follows: 
--a001 1 0 *.a 0 
-uoas 0 1 *.* 0 
x- : ::*. :. 
-a,,_, 6 6 .*I i 
_ -@oo” 0 0 **. 0 
(32) 
(zero columns). 
P) 
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Similarly, the following blocks wih be defined: 
(i) G,,-the cube matrix of the range m: 
--a,,, ---a,, *-* -uom-10 - aomo 
0 . . . 0 0 
G 222 =diagilie A 
i 
1 * . . 0 0 
1 
) (34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lo 0 ‘-* 1 0 1 
(ii) G,-the cube matrix of the range r: 
I 
--aio, -am *** -aPWXl 
1 0 . . . 0 
G333 =diagilip 0 1 . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . 1 
(iii) Gas,-the mXmXn matrix 
G 221 =diagi,i,(A,IAO,O-AOkl) 
(35) 
(36) 
[see Eqs. (21),(22)], h w ere indices k, 1, according to Eqs. (31), (32) and the 
rule (29), correspond to the G3-indices as follows: 
i,=i,=n+k, i3=l, 
k=1,2 ,..., m; 1=1,2 ,..., n. 
In what follows 
G 311' G321,G33l,&rG323 =Q (37) 
which means that these submatrices of G3 are the zero matrices of the 
ranges defined according to the rule (29), and the submatrix GD1 can be 
defined as follows [see Eqs. (21)-(ZS)]: 
G zx =Aoko4,01 +b,ooAok~ +AoolAhko -2Aoo~AokoAhoo -Ahkl, 
(38) 
which means according to the rule (29) that the indices h, k, 1 correspond to 
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the G3-indices i,, is, i, as follows: 
‘1 ’ =n+k, i,=n+m+h, i, =l, 
h=l,Z ,..., r, k=l,Z ,..., m, 1=1,2 ,..., n. 
Finally, every remaining block contains only one nonzero layer. We will 
present only these layers, and we will show only their orientations in G3, 
inasmuch as the positions in G3 of all such blocks and their ranges follow 
from the rule (29). 
Grsr: [ gripiS] =AOO,A,OCI -A,o,~ 
where i, = n + m + h, i, = I [see Eqs. (Zl), (ZZ)], 
GSZS [ gilip,+r] =AM~A,oo -A/Ao~ 
where i, =n+m+h, i, =n+k [see Eqs. (21),(22)], 
(GUS: [ gi,i,n+m+l] = 
i 
-1 . . . 
: 
-1 . . . 
G,B: [ glipn+m+l]= [ 1 1 . 
G312: [gilln+l]= [1 1 ‘** 
G313: [gi,l,+m+l]* [ 1 1 .' 
G 112: E&ln+ll= PI* 
(39) 
-1 
*I . 3 (41) -; 
119 (42) 
11, (43 
. 11, (4) 
(45) 
The description of only nonzero layers of three-way blocks of the matrix 
G3 is sufficient for complete definition of G3, but it is very difficult to 
imagine the location of these layers in the three-way display of G3. There- 
fore, we will show the matrix G3 constructed for a certain three-variable 
polynomial with range equal to 2 for each variable: 
2 2 2 
a(s, p, z) = 9 2 2 ahkls2-1p2-kz2-h. 
h=Ok=Ol=O 
(46) 
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In this case the three-way cube matrix G3 of range 6 can be determined as 
the following {{i3}, {il,i2}}-display: 
G3 = [ gilipi3] 
--a001 0 0 0 ~ool~lwl -a101 %01~200 -a201 
-a002 0 0 0 uoo2uloo-ul~ UoozU~ --u2@2 
= 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 011 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 , 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 aoOlaOIO-~oll 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 uoo2u010-uo12 0 
00000000 - a010 0 
00000000 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000 0 0 
-%,~o,o%o, +~,l~llo +~olO~lol +~loo~oll ---all1 
-%0~010%02 +~002~110 +~010~102 +~100~012 -a112 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
-~~200~010%!01+“001~210 +~olo%l +%lo~oll -a211 
-2~200~010%02 +aoo2a210 +~0,0%2 +%lo~ol2 -a212 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 0 0 %01~020 -a021 
0 0 0 uoo2uou)-uo22 
0 0 0 --a020 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
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-2U,,~,,~,, +aoo1qu, +~,,~l,l +~100%!21-~121 
-2u,,u,a, +a,@,, +Q‘_@,, +a,,a, -Q122 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
-2u,u,,a,, +a,,a,, +a@+,, +~200%1 -Q2!21 
-2a,,u,,a, +&)&.a,, +ql2,a,, +azlJoa, --a222 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 ~loo~olo-~llo ~100~020--~120 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 ---al00 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 ~200~010--a210 ~200~020--220 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ’ (47) 
1 0 0 0 0 -a200 
0 0 0 0 0 o_ 
where the vertical lines delimit the {i,}-layers of G3. From this example it is 
possible to imagine the matrices G3 for a general polynomial u(s, p, z). 
Now we can state and prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Zf the three-variable polyrwmiul u(s, p, z) satisfies the 
condition 
am= 1, (4) 
then the matrix G3 defined for u(s, p, z) by the equations (27)-(45) is the 
companion matrix fm the polynomial u(s, p, z). 
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Proof. We will construct the three-way polynomial matrix G( S, p, z) = 
[ sZ,@pZ,@Bd, - G3] for th e matrix G3 given by Eqs. (27)-(45). According to 
the definition of the companion matrix [Eq. (IS)], the determinant of 
G(s, p, z) has to be equal to the polynomial a(s, p, z). Thus we have to 
calculate this determinant. As has been shown [see Eq. (14)], the determi- 
nant of a cubic matrix can be expressed as the sum of determinants of aII [in 
our case (n+m+r)!] transversal layers with nonalternating orientation i, of 
a given matrix. It is easy to show that only 1+ 27nr+ nr such transversal 
layers of G(s, p, z) have nonzero determinants. Now we will characterize 
the permutations (Y which define the {ii}-transversal layers of G(s, p, z) 
with nonzero determinants [see Eq. (13)]. 
The basic number set { 1,2,. . . , n+m+r} can be presented as follows: 
{1,2,..., n; n+l,n+2,..., n+m; n+m+ 1, n+m+2 ,..., n+m+r}. Then 
the considered permutations cr can be presented as follows: 
{l,%..., n+m+r}, (49i) 
{n+m+h,2 ,..., n;n+l,n+2 ,..., n+k-l,l,n+k+l,..., n+m; 
n+m+1,n+m+2,..., n+m+h-l,n+k,n+m+h+l,..., n+m+r}, 
h=12 , ,*.*, r k=l,2 ,..., m, (49ii) 9 
{l,%..., n;n+l,n+2,..., n+k-l,n+m+h,n+k+l,..., n+m; 
n+m+l,n+m+2,..., n+m+h-l,n+k,n+m+h+l,..., n+m+r}, 
h=1,2 ,..., r, k=1,2 ,..., m, (49iii) 
{n+m+h,2 ,..., n; n+l,n+2 ,..., n+m; 
n+m+1,n+m+2,..., n+m+h-l,l,n+m+h+l,..., n+m+r}, 
h=l,2 ,..., r. (49iv) 
It is very important to remember that the second permutation, which 
completes the description of transversal layer, is assumed to be consequently 
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equal to 1,2,..., m + rr + r [see Eqs. (13), (14)]. For example, the matrix 
r 0 - 1 a011 -~olo~OOl a021 -~020~001 0 a201 -~200~001 
0 5’ ~01!2-~010~002 a022 --aO2oaOO2 0 a202 -~200~002 
+-I 0 p+ao10 a020 0 0 
0 0 -1 P 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 ~+~I00 0 
-0 0 0 0 -1 0 
is the transversal layer of the matrix G(s, p, n) constructed for the matrix G3 
presented in the example (47). This layer can be determined by the permuta- 
tion (Y = { 6,2,3,4,5, l}, which means that the first column of B is the first 
column of the sixth simple { i,}-layer of G( s, p, z) belonging to fourth group; 
the second, third, fourth, and fifth columns of B are the second, third, fourth, 
and fifth columns of the second, third, fourth, and fifth simple {i,}-layers of 
G(s, p, z) respectively; and the sixth column of B is the sixth column of the 
first {i,}-layer of G(s, p, z). 
Next, it is easy to show that the previously described transversal layers 
have the following nonzero determinants: 
5 5 uOkpn-zpm-k I( l=Ok=O (Sli) 
ahk(S, ?-d= ii ("hkl-uhkOuCOl-uhOluOkO-uhOOuOkI 
I=1 
+2u hM)uOkOu~~)s”-‘pm-kz’-h, 
h=1,2 ,..., r, k=1,2 )..., m, (5X) 
(o hk0 -"hOOuOkO P ) 3 
m-kZr-h 
n=1,2 ,.*.,r, k=1,2 ,..., m, (51iii) 
1r * 1 
hOO"OOdSn-']~ 2 uOkO~m-k~zr-h~ 
k=O 
h=1,2 ,..., r. (51iv) 
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For example, the transversal layer B [see Eq. (So)] has the following 
determinant: 
Yz(S, p, z)= [(a201 -~,,%&+(%2 -~,ooa,)l(Pe +~oloP+%2o)~ 
Finally, it is easy to verify that the sum of the all previously described 
determinants [Eq. (51)] is equal to the considered polynomial u(s, p, z), i.e. 
a(&p,z)=a+ i: Yh+ 5 bhk+Phk) y 1 (52) h=l k=l 
which completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 2. The condition (48) is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of the three-way companion matrix for some three-variable 
polynomial. 
Proof. The sufficiency immediately follows from Theorem 1. For the 
necessity, it is obvious that the determinant of the polynomial matrix 
G(s, p, z) defined by Eq. (16) always contains, independently of the compan- 
ion matrix G3, the element s”p”%‘. n 
Finally, as an example of the possibilities of using of three-way compan- 
ion matrices, factorization of three-variable polynomials will be considered. 
THEOREMS. The polynomial a(s, p, z) given by (4) is factorizable in the 
following form: 
a(~, p, z)=b(s)c(p, z), 69 
where 
b(s) =sn+bls”--l+... +b,,, 
c(p. z)= 5 5 ChkZr-hpm-k, 
k-0 h=O 
and 
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if and only if the block matrices given by (21) satisfy the following condi- 
tions: 
&w%z, -Am =@ (54 
&.&Ml -Am -0, (55) 
f&A/,,, -Ah,, =o, (W 
where the products are given by (21). 
Proof. From the construction (27)-(45) of the companion matrix the 
necessity of the conditions (54), (SS), and 
hxdboz +bmA,,, +bozfh -~bo,A,,,Ahoo -h&z -0 (57) 
can be easily verified. It is clear that by the equations (54) and (SS), the 
equation (57) is equivalent to the equation (56). 
Assume that the polynomial a(s, p, z) is factorizable. Then the following 
conditions have to be satisfied: 
a(s, p, z)=$$~P, =a(s)c(p. Z)=snTB(P,TCz,)=sRT~CP,, (W 
I I 
where 
The elements of B and C are simultaneously the coefficients of the polynomi- 
als b(s) and c(p, z). C om p are the matrices A3 given by (20) and the matrix 
BC which can be represented in the following form: 
BC= (59) 
where 
c= 1 Cl2 
[ 1 c c,’ 21 
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Remark that the representation (59) of the matrix A3 is unique. Thus the 
conditions (54)-(56) have to be satisfied. H 
In a similar way the another theorem can be proved. 
THEOREM 4. The polynorniul a(s, p, z) given by (4) is factorizable in the 
following form: 
a(~, p, 4=b(s)c(p)d(z), w 
where 
b(s)= i: b&‘-l, 
I=0 
c(p)= E Ckpm-k> 
k-0 
d(z)= 5 d,,z*-h, 
h-0 
CZ,= 1, 
if and only if the conditions (54), (55) and the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
&,A,,, -Ahko =@ 
&,AokoAhoo -AhkO =O. (61) 
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